Bioinformatic identification of the most ancient copper protein architecture.
Since copper ions participate in many cellular processes and are implicated in pathogenesis of many diseases, copper proteins have important biological significance. Thus, it is of interest to explore their origins, especially to address the following question: which is the most ancient architecture of copper proteins? In this paper, through analyzing the architectural features of copper proteins, we find that the fold-domain relationship of these proteins follows a power law, which can be explained by preferential attachment principle and implicates that the architecture of the most ancient copper proteins belonged to Cupredoxin-like (b.6) fold. According to the chronology of protein folds, this architecture originated rather late, which can be understood in terms of the low abundance of reducing amino acids (e.g., His, Cys and/or Met) in the primordial world, because these amino acids are required by copper proteins to bind copper ions.